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season , his f also shall not perish. We have oclooked at the source of

the water, we have looked at kwlB t is produced byt1 waters. I have the

third element that I would like to glance out it, and that is the availability

c the water for the satisfaction of thirst. There, again, you don't realize

properly a place where you have lots of water, and I realize that-e4aa'

ordinarily, perhaps more than a good many people, because of an experience

that I had .. .Just what it mearz to be in a hot climtccate and without water

at all. In l9M4 the Lord enabled me to be instrumental in the rescue of a numb3r

of aviators who hdc had been marooned in the Grand Canyon, and the reason

I was able in previous years in more than a dozen yrs, I had taken trips into

the Grand Canyon with all my food and most of my water on my back, and I

had gone sone time two and three weeks off to the Grand Canyon, to ...with

a topographic map, that would give the nature of the territory, But in 1943

I might a mistake which might have been tragic . and I believe that the Lcrd

permitted me to make the mistake in order to drive the understanding of this

point home to me in a way that it never could have been oft- rwise. In 1941

I had gone to a place called ... it is a section where the land juts out into

the Grand Canyon about 10 miles and then it drops off on both sides, and the

river ... and in 1942 when I went out... 1 dropped down on the t Western

side, down to a level about two thirds of the way...and came out ... and

then made my way back ..and at about that time I inquired very definitely

where I coul d find water, but I found water in many places that I had not

been told of, and I did not realize , or stop to think that the thc reason was

that the strata wiet-de-went deem-down toward the West, but that .-m-but

two years later when I decided to godown t1 Eastern side of the Canyon
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